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Abstract

The Covid-19 pandemic has led to infodemic of001
low quality information leading to poor health002
decisions. Combating the outcomes of this info-003
demic is not only a question of identifying false004
claims, it requires understanding the reasoning005
behind the decisions individuals make. In this006
work we propose a holistic analysis framework007
connecting stance and reason analysis and fine-008
grained entity level moral sentiment analysis.009
We study how to model the dependencies be-010
tween the different level of analysis and incor-011
porate human insights into the learning process.012
Our experiments show that our framework can013
robust classifiers even in the low-supervision014
settings.015

1 Introduction016

One of the unfortunate side-effects of the Covid-017

19 pandemic is a global infodemic flooding social018

media with low quality and polarizing information019

about the pandemic, influencing its perception and020

risks associated with it (Tagliabue et al., 2020).021

As studies have shown (Montagni et al., 2021),022

these influences have clear real-world implication,023

in terms of public acceptance of treatment options,024

vaccination and prevention measures.025

Most computational approaches tackling the026

Covid-19 infodemic view it a misinformation de-027

tection problem, i.e., identifying false claims and028

analyzing reactions to them on social media (Hos-029

sain et al., 2020; Alam et al., 2021; Weinzierl et al.,030

2021). This approach, while definitely a neces-031

sary component in fighting the infodemic, does032

not provide policy makers and health-professionals033

with much needed information, characterizing the034

reasons and attitudes that underlie the health and035

well-being choices individuals make.036

Our goal in this paper is to suggest a holistic037

analysis framework, providing multiple inter-038

connected views of the opinions expressed in039

text. We specifically focus on a timely topic,040

Figure 1: Holistic Analysis Framework of Social Me-
dia Posts, Connecting entity-level Moral Perspectives,
Stance and Arguments Justifying it.

attitudes explaining vaccination hesitancy. Fig- 041

ure 1 describes an example of our framework. 042

Our analysis identifies the stance expressed 043

in the post (anti-vaccination) and the rea- 044

son for it (distrust of government). Given 045

the ideologically polarized climate of social 046

media discussion on this topic, we also aim 047

to characterize the moral attitudes expressed 048

in the text (oppression), and how different 049

entities mentioned in it are perceived (“Biden, 050

Government” are oppressing, “citizens, 051

us” are oppressed). When constructing this 052

framework we tackled three key challenges. 053

1.How should these analysis dimensions be oper- 054

ationalized? While stance prediction is an estab- 055

lished NLP task, constructing the space of possible 056

arguments justifying stances on a given topic, and 057

their identification in text, are still open challenges. 058

In this paper we take a human-in-the-loop approach 059

to both problems. We begin by defining a seed set 060

of relevant arguments based on data-driven stud- 061

ies (Weinzierl et al., 2021; Sowa et al., 2021), each 062

reason defined by a single exemplar sentence. In 063

a sequence of interactions, we use a pre-trained 064

textual-inference model to identify paraphrases in 065

a large collection of Covid-19 vaccination tweets, 066

and present a visualization of the results to humans, 067

which perform error analysis and based on it either 068
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add more sentences to help characterize the reason069

better, or add and characterize additional reasons,070

based on examples retrieved from the large corpus.071

We explain this process in detail in Sec. 4.3072

Our morality analysis is motivated by social sci-073

ence studies (Pagliaro et al., 2021; Díaz and Cova,074

2021; Chan, 2021) that demonstrate the connection075

between moral foundation preferences (Haidt and076

Graham, 2007; Graham et al., 2009) and Covid-077

related health choices, for example showing that078

the endorsement of fairness and care moral founda-079

tions is correlated with trust in science. To account080

for fine-grained patterns, we adapt the recently pro-081

posed morality-frame formalism (Roy et al., 2021)082

that identifies moral roles associated with moral083

foundation expressions in text. These roles corre-084

spond to actor/target roles (similar to agent/patient)085

and positive or negative polarity, which should be086

understood in the context of a specific moral foun-087

dation. In Fig. 1 “Biden” is the negative actor in the088

context of Oppression, making him the oppressor.089

We explain this formalism in Sec. 3.090

2. How should the dependencies between these091

dimensions be captured and utilized? . The092

combination of stance, reason and moral attitudes093

provides a powerful source of information, allow-094

ing us to capture the moral attitudes expressed095

in the context of different stances and their rea-096

sons. These connections can also be utilized to097

help build expectations about likely attitudes in the098

context of each stance. As a motivating example,099

consider the reason “distrust in government”,100

which can be associated with “oppression” moral101

foundation, however only when its actor is an entity102

related to government functions (rather than oppres-103

sion of Covid-19 illness). We model these expecta-104

tion as a probabilistic inference process (Pacheco105

and Goldwasser, 2021), by incorporating consis-106

tency constraints over the judgements made by our107

model, and predicting jointly the most likely anal-108

ysis, consisting of all analysis dimensions. The109

full model, described using a declarative modeling110

language, is provided in Section 4.4.111

3. How can text analysis models be adapted to112

this highly dynamic domain, without costly man-113

ual annotation. While our analysis in this paper114

focuses on a specific issue, vaccination hesitancy,115

we believe that our analysis framework should be116

easily adaptable to new issues. Relying on human117

insight to characterize and operationalize stance118

and reason identification is one aspect, that charac- 119

terizes issue-specific considerations. Moral Foun- 120

dation Theory, by its definition abstracts over spe- 121

cific debate topics, and offers a general account 122

for human morality. However, from a practical 123

perspective, models for predicting these highly ab- 124

stract concepts are trained on data specific to their 125

instantiation on a given debate topic and as a result 126

might not generalize well. Instead of retraining 127

the model from scratch, we hypothesize that given 128

an initial model, constructed using out-of-domain 129

data, modeling the interaction between reasons, 130

stances and moral foundation will help enhance the 131

initial model and provide acceptable performance. 132

We study these settings, along with the fully super- 133

vised setting in Sec. 5. 134

2 Related Work 135

Identifying stances and arguments supporting 136

them is a central challenge of argumentation min- 137

ing (Habernal et al., 2018; Lawrence and Reed, 138

2020), and several works studying it in the con- 139

text of the vaccine debate (Walker et al., 2014; 140

Torsi and Morante, 2018; Morante et al., 2020), 141

including on social media (Glandt et al., 2021). In 142

recent years, as Covid-19 has become a central 143

topic of discussion on social media, several works 144

analyzed opinions and misiformation on these plat- 145

form (Nguyen et al., 2020; Biester et al., 2020; 146

Tagliabue et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2020; Kleinberg 147

et al., 2020; Abdul-Mageed et al., 2021; Alam et al., 148

2021; Weinzierl et al., 2021). 149

Moral Foundation Theory (Haidt and Joseph, 150

2004; Haidt and Graham, 2007) has been widely 151

adopted by social scientists to analyze attitudes 152

on a wide range of topics, including political and 153

social behaviors (Dehghani et al., 2016; Mooi- 154

jman et al., 2018), as well as health and well- 155

being choices (Pagliaro et al., 2021; Díaz and Cova, 156

2021; Chan, 2021). Several works studied how 157

moral foundation theory can be operationalized in 158

newswire and social media (Garten et al., 2016; 159

Johnson and Goldwasser, 2018; Lin et al., 2018; 160

Hoover et al., 2020b; Xie et al., 2019; Roy et al., 161

2021). Our work is also related to entity-centric 162

affect analysis (Deng and Wiebe, 2015a; Field and 163

Tsvetkov, 2019; Park et al., 2020; Roy et al., 2021). 164

Probabilistic inference using neural nets was ex- 165

plored in the context of traditional NLP tasks such 166

as parsing (Chen and Manning, 2014; Weiss et al., 167

2015; Andor et al., 2016), named entity recogni- 168
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tion (Lample et al., 2016) and sequence labeling169

systems (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Zhang et al., 2017),170

as well as argumentation mining (Niculae et al.,171

2017; Widmoser et al., 2021), and event/temporal172

relation extraction (Han et al., 2019). Our work173

is also broadly related to interactive approaches174

that involve humans in the training loop (Lertvit-175

tayakumjorn et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021).176

3 COVID-19 Morality Frames177

We build on the definition of morality frames pro-178

posed by Roy et al. (2021), where moral founda-179

tions are regarded as frame predicates, and associ-180

ated with positive and negative entity roles. While181

Roy et al. (2021) defined different roles types for182

each moral foundation (e.g. entity causing harm,183

entity ensuring fairness), we aggregate them into184

two general role types: actor and target, each with185

an associated polarity (positive, negative).186

An actor is a “do-er” whose actions or influ-187

ence results in a positive or negative outcome for188

the target (the “do-ee”). For each moral founda-189

tion in a given tweet, we identify the “entity doing190

good/bad” (positive/negative actor) and “entity ben-191

efiting/suffering” (positive/negative target). There192

can be zero, one or multiple actors and targets in193

a given tweet. Entities can correspond to specific194

individuals or groups (e.g., I, democrats, people195

of a given demographic), organizations (e.g., po-196

litical parties, CDC, FDA, companies), legislation197

or other political actions (e.g., demonstrations, pe-198

titions), disease or natural disasters (e.g., Covid,199

global warming), scientific or technological innova-200

tions (e.g., the vaccine, social media, the Internet),201

among other things.202

3.1 Data Collection and Annotation203

There is no existing corpus of COVID-19 vac-204

cine arguments annotated for moral foundations205

or morality frames, so we collected and annotated206

our own data set. First, we searched for tweets207

between April 2021 and October 2021 mention-208

ing specific keywords, such as “covid vaccine” and209

“vaccine mandate”. The full list of keywords can210

be seen in Appendix A.1, Table 6.211

Then, we created an exclusive web application212

for annotating our unique task. Our task is to find213

out the moral foundation of a tweet, corresponding214

to one of six moral principles (e.g., "I give to the215

poor" expresses care), and then highlight the enti-216

ties in the text according to (1) their roles - actor217

(a ‘do-er’) whose actions influence the target (the 218

‘do-ee’), and (2) polarity, depending on the positive 219

or negative influence of these actions. For exam- 220

ple, "I give to the poor", "I" is a positive actor, and 221

"the poor" is a positive target (benefiting from the 222

actor’s actions). On the other hand "We are suf- 223

fering from pandemic" expresses harm as moral 224

principles where "pandemic" is a negative actor, 225

and "we" is a negative target (suffering from the 226

actor’s actions). We annotate our dataset using 227

three in-house annotators pursuing Ph.D. program 228

in Computer Science, to construct the first public 229

COVID-19 corpus annotated with moral founda- 230

tion and roles associated with the corresponding 231

moral foundation. 232

3.1.1 Task Interface Details 233

To ensure quality work, we provide eight exam- 234

ples covering six moral principles and non-moral 235

cases. The examples provided to the annotators 236

are also provided in the Appendix A.2, Fig. 6. We 237

provide two practice examples resembling the real 238

task for the annotators (see the Appendix A.2, Fig. 239

7). Before starting the annotation task, the anno- 240

tators must read the instructions, go through the 241

examples, and practise two practice examples. Fig. 242

5 shows the part of our task interface. We describe 243

the details of the annotation steps in Appendix A.2. 244

3.1.2 Quality Assurance 245

At first, we set up our task on Amazon Mechan- 246

ical Turk. Next, we release multiple batches of 247

tweets for annotation and receive poor annotation 248

performance. Later, we decide to choose in-house 249

annotators for our task and release a small subset 250

of tweets for annotation. Based on the annotation 251

quality, we select three in-house annotators. We 252

award the annotators $ 0.75 per tweet and bonus 253

(2 ∗ $0.75 = $1.5) for completing two practice 254

examples. Our work is Institutional Review Board 255

(IRB) approved, and we follow their protocols. 256

MORAL NUM. STANCE
FOUNDATION TW. PRO ANTI NEUT NO AGREE

Care/Harm 96 77 17 2 0
Fairness/Cheating 75 33 28 14 0
Loyalty/Betrayal 33 26 2 5 0
Authority/Subversion 114 26 72 13 3
Purity/Degradation 24 2 22 0 0
Liberty/Oppression 93 9 78 6 0
Non-moral 304 188 68 44 4
No Agreement 11 6 5 025 0

TOTAL 750 367 292 84 7

Table 1: Dataset Summary
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TOP ANTIVAX TOP PROVAX

(Fauci, actor, neg) (I, actor, pos)
(People, target, neg) (vaccine, actor, pos)
(Biden, actor, neg) (COVID, actor, neg)
(I, target, neg) (we, target, neg)
(they, actor, neg) (black people, target, neg)

Table 2: Top 5 (Ent, Role, Polarity) triplets for stance

Inter-annotator agreement We calculate the257

agreement among annotators using Krippendorff’s258

α (), where α = 1 suggests perfect agreement, and259

α = −1 suggests inverse agreement. We found260

α = 60.82 for moral foundations, and α = 78.71261

for stance. For roles, we calculate the character by262

character agreement between annotations. For ex-263

ample, if one annotator has marked “Dr Fauci” as a264

target in a tweet, and another has marked “Fauci”,265

it will be considered as an agreement on the charac-266

ters “Fauci” but disagreement on “Dr”. Doing this,267

we found α = 83.46. When removing characters268

marked by all three annotators as "non-role", the269

agreement drops to α = 67.15.270

3.2 Resulting Dataset271

We define a text span to be an entity mention E,272

having a moral role R and polarity P, in a tweet T,273

if it is annotated as such by at least two annotators.274

Our resulting dataset contains 891 (T,E,R,P) tuples.275

For moral foundation and stance, we take a simple276

majority vote. The final dataset statistics can be277

observed in Tab. 1.278

To evaluate the correlation between moral foun-279

dations and stance, we calculate the Pearson cor-280

relation matrix and present it in Fig. 2. We can281

observe that there is a positive correlation between282

the anti-vax stance and the liberty/oppression, the283

authority/subversion, and purity/degradation moral284

foundations. In the case of the pro-vax stance, there285

is a positive correlation with the care/harm and loy-286

alty/betrayal moral foundations.287

In Tab. 2 we show the top five (E,R,P) tuples288

for each stance. We can see that the anti-vax side289

criticizes authority figures like Biden and Fauci,290

and puts self as a negatively affected entity. Mean-291

while, the pro-vax side portrays the vaccine and292

self as good actors, and portrays minority groups293

as a negatively affected entity.294

4 Model295

In this section, we define our model to predict296

moral perspectives in the COVID-19 vaccine de-297

Figure 2: Pearson’s corr. between MFs and Stance

bate. We account both for supervised and weakly 298

supervised settings. In the supervised case, we as- 299

sume we have in domain training data for morality 300

frames and stance. In the weakly supervised case, 301

we use no direct in domain supervision. 302

4.1 Modeling Morality Frames 303

We define the following classifiers for predicting 304

morality frames. Our framework is architecture- 305

agnostic so in principle, any text classifier can be 306

used. We specify the details of the classifiers used 307

in this paper in Sec. 5. 308

Supervised Learning In the supervised case, we 309

learn four different classifiers directly from the an- 310

notated data introduced in Sec. 3. We break down 311

the task of predicting morality frames into four 312

sub-tasks. For each tweet, we predict whether it is 313

making moral judgement or not and its prominent 314

moral foundation. For each entity in the tweet, we 315

predict whether it is a target or a role, and whether 316

it has positive or negative polarity. 317

Out-of-Domain Classifiers for Morality Frames 318

To learn to predict morality frames in the weakly su- 319

pervised case, we use out-of-domain classifiers for 320

all tasks. For moral foundation prediction, we use 321

the dataset proposed by Johnson and Goldwasser 322

(2018), consisting of 2K tweets by US congress 323

members annotated for the five core moral foun- 324

dations. We also use the Moral Foundation Twit- 325

ter Corpus (Hoover et al., 2020a), consisting of 326

35k tweets annotated for moral foundations. The 327

topics across these two datasets span political is- 328

sues (e.g. gun control, immigration) and events 329

(e.g. Hurricane Sandy, Baltimore protests). Given 330

that neither of these two datasets contain examples 331

for the liberty/oppression moral foundation, we 332
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curate a small lexicon by looking for synonyms333

and antonyms of the words liberty and oppres-334

sion. Then, we use this lexicon to annotate the335

congresstweets dataset 1. We annotate a tweet as336

liberty/oppression if it contains at least four key-337

words, which results in around 2K tweets. The338

derived lexicon can be observed in Appendix A.3.339

To learn to predict roles, we use the subset of340

Johnson and Goldwasser (2018) dataset annotated341

for roles by Roy et al. (2021), which contains342

roughly 3K tweet-entity-role triplets. For polar-343

ity, we combine the Roy et al. (2021) dataset with344

the MPQA 3.0 entity sentiment dataset (Deng and345

Wiebe, 2015b), which contains about 1.6K entity-346

sentiment pairs.347

4.2 Modeling Opinions348

To model opinions, we define a stance classifier and349

a clustering method to identify repeating arguments350

in the COVID vaccine debate. For both methods,351

we rely on an unlabeled dataset of 3M tweets con-352

taining the phrase “covid vaccine” between January353

and October of 2021. We collected this dataset us-354

ing the Twitter Academic Search API.355

Stance For the supervised case, we use a classi-356

fier directly over the annotated data. For the weakly357

supervised case, we annotate a subset of our 85k358

unlabeled covid tweets using a set of prominent359

antivax and provax hashatgs. For the antivax case,360

we rely on the hashtags proposed by Muric et al.361

(2021). For the provax case, we manually anno-362

tate hashtags that have a clear provax message, and363

that are used in at least 50 tweets in our unlabeled364

dataset. The full set of hashtags used can be found365

in Appendix A.4.366

Common Arguments We build on the work by367

Wawrzuta et al. (2021), who identified common368

themes in the vaccination discourse online, includ-369

ing arguments such as “covid is not real”, and “the370

vaccine was not properly tested”. To start, we di-371

rectly model the 13 themes that they suggest. To372

represent them, we use the textual explanation that373

they provide and extract its SBERT embedding374

(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). We then cluster375

tweets based on the theme it is most similar to.376

4.3 Refining Arguments Interactively377

Human in the loop of arguments expressed as text.378

We build an interactive interface to understand379

1https://github.com/alexlitel/congresstweets

COVID-19 talking points in social media. We se- 380

lect 24 themes with multiple phrases for analyzing 381

our unlabeled dataset. For example, we have a 382

theme named ‘GovDistrust’ and phrase under this 383

theme is "lack of trust in the government". The 384

full list of themes and phrases are in Appendix A.5, 385

Table 10. We take the first phrase of 8 themes (An- 386

tiVax) from here (Wawrzuta et al., 2021), then we 387

add multiple phrases iteratively. We expand themes 388

related to ProVax (i.e., ‘GovTrust’ ) and conspir- 389

acy theory (i.e., ‘BillGatesMicroChip’). We show 390

our interactive task interface in Appendix A.5, Fig. 391

8 and Fig. 9. 392

In this task, we use sentence BERT (Reimers 393

and Gurevych, 2019) for creating embedding of 394

unlabeled tweets and phrases. To explore tweets 395

that are closer to the phrase embedding, we cre- 396

ate cluster based on minimum distance (maximum 397

similarity) and calculate cluster purity using Sil- 398

houette coefficient (Rousseeuw, 1987). Then, we 399

assign threshold for number of assigned tweets per 400

cluster based on closest distance (threshold ≤ 401

[0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5]). Bar plots for cluster assign- 402

ment without threshold and threshold ≤ 0.3 both 403

for before and after refining arguments interactively 404

are provided in Appendix A.5, Fig. 10. To visu- 405

alize talking points per theme in wordcloud, we 406

choose top 100. 407

Fig. 3 shows the wordcloud of 4 themes, i.e., 408

GovDistrust, GovTrust, VaccineDanger, and Vac- 409

cineSafe having one phrase only. After adding 410

multiple phrases, e.g., phrases with strong word for 411

‘GovDistrust’ ("The government is a total failure "); 412

hedging phrases for ‘GovTrust’ ("The government 413

can be corrupt, but they are telling the truth about 414

the covid vaccine"), we obtain improved wordcloud 415

(Fig. 4). We show the talking points of conspiracy 416

theory in Appendix A.5, Fig. 11. 417

4.4 Joint Probabilistic Model 418

We propose a joint probabilistic model that rea- 419

sons about morality frames, stances, the arguments 420

made, and the dependencies between them. We 421

implement our model using DRaiL (Pacheco and 422

Goldwasser, 2021), a declarative modeling frame- 423

work for specifying deep relational models. Deep 424

relational models combine the strengths of deep 425

neural networks and statistical relational learning 426

methods to model a joint distribution over rela- 427

tional data. This hybrid modeling paradigm allow 428

us to leverage expressive textual encoders, and to 429
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(a) Theme: GovDistrust (b) Theme: GovTrust

(c) Theme: VaccineDanger (d) Theme: VaccineSafe

Figure 3: Wordcloud for themes and talking point before
refining arguments interactively.

(a) Theme: GovDistrust (b) Theme: GovTrust

(c) Theme: VaccineDanger (d) Theme: VaccineSafe

Figure 4: Wordcloud for themes and talking point after
refining arguments interactively.

introduce contextualizing information and model430

different interdependent decisions. Statistical re-431

lational learning methods have proven effective432

to model domains with limited supervision (John-433

son and Goldwasser, 2018; Subramanian et al.,434

2018), and approaches that combine neural net-435

works and statistical relational learning techniques436

have shown consistent performance improvements437

(Widmoser et al., 2021; Roy et al., 2021).438

Following the conventions of statistical rela-439

tional learning models, we use horn-clauses of the440

form p0 ∧ p1 ∧ ... ∧ pn ⇒ h to describe relational441

properties. Each logical rule defines a probabilis-442

tic scoring function over the relations expressed in443

its body and head. The explanation of how these444

functions are learned can be found in Section 4.5.445

Base rules: We define three base rules to score446

whether a tweet ti has a moral judgment, what is447

its prominent moral foundation m, and what is its448

stance with respect to the vaccine debate.449

r0 : Tweet(ti)⇒ IsMoral(ti)

r1 : Tweet(ti)⇒ HasMF(ti, m)

r2 : Tweet(ti)⇒ IsProVax(ti)
450

To score the moral role of an entity ei mentioned 451

in tweet ti, we write two rules. The first one scores 452

whether the entity ei is an actor or a target, and the 453

second one scores its polarity (positive or negative). 454

455
r3 : Tweet(ti) ∧ Mentions(ti, ei)⇒ HasRole(ei, r)

r4 : Tweet(ti) ∧ Mentions(ti, ei)⇒ HasPolarity(ei, p)
456

These five base rules correspond to the classifiers 457

introduced in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. 458

Dependency between roles and moral founda- 459

tions: The way an entity is portrayed in a tweet can 460

be highly indicative of its moral foundation. For 461

example, people are likely to mention children as 462

a negative actor in the context of care/harm. To 463

capture this, we explicitly model the dependency 464

between an entity, its moral role, and the prominent 465

moral foundation of the tweet. 466

r5 : Tweet(ti) ∧ Mentions(ti, ej) ∧ HasRole(ei, r)

∧ HasPolarity(ei, p)⇒ HasMf(ti, m)
467

Dependency between stances and moral foun- 468

dations: As we showed in Section 3.2, there is 469

a significant correlation between the stance of a 470

tweet with respect to the vaccine debate, and its 471

moral foundation. For example, people who op- 472

pose the vaccine are more likely to express the 473

liberty/oppression moral foundation. To capture 474

this, we model the dependency between the stance 475

of a tweet and its moral foundation. 476

r6 : Tweet(ti) ∧ HasStance(ti, s)⇒ HasMf(ti, m) 477

Dependency between arguments and moral 478

foundations/stances: Explicitly modeling the de- 479

pendency between recurring arguments and other 480

decisions can help us add inductive bias into our 481

model, potentially simplifying the task. For ex- 482

ample, we can enforce the difference between two 483

opposing views that use similar wording, and that 484

could otherwise be treated similarly by a text-based 485

model (e.g. “natural methods of protection against 486

the disease are better than vaccines” vs. ‘vac- 487

cines are better than natural methods of protection 488

against the disease”). We add two rules to cap- 489

ture this dependency, one between arguments and 490

moral foundations, and one between arguments and 491

stances. 492

r7 : Tweet(ti) ∧ Mentions(ti, a)⇒ HasMf(ti, m)

r8 : Tweet(ti) ∧ Mentions(ti, a)⇒ HasStance(ti, s)
493
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Hard Constraints: To enforce consistency be-494

tween different decisions, we add two unweighted495

rules (or hard constraints). These rules are not as-496

sociated with a scoring function and must always497

hold true. We enforce that, if a tweet is predicted498

to be moral, then it needs to also be associated to499

a specific moral foundation. Likewise, if a tweet500

is not moral, then no moral foundation should be501

assigned to it.502

c0 : Tweet(ti) ∧ IsMoral(ti)⇒ ¬HasMf(ti, none)
c1 : Tweet(ti) ∧ ¬IsMoral(ti)⇒ HasMf(ti, none)

503

Whenever the tweets have the same stance, we504

include a constraint to enforce consistency between505

the polarity of different mentions of the same entity.506

Roy et al. (2021) showed that enforcing consistency507

for mentions of the same entity within a political508

party was beneficial. Given the polarization of509

the COVID-19 vaccine debate, we use the same510

rationale.511

c3 : Tweet(ti) ∧ Tweet(tj) ∧ Mentions(ti, ei)

∧ Mentions(tj, ej) ∧ SameStance(ti, tj)

∧ HasPolarity(ei, p)⇒ HasPolarity(ej, p)
512

4.5 Learning and Inference513

The weights for each rule wr : p0 ∧ p1 ∧514

... ∧ pn ⇒ h measure the importance of each515

rule in the model and can be learned from516

data. For example, when attempting to pre-517

dict care/harm for a tweet ti, we would like518

the weight of rule instance IsTweet(ti) ⇒519

HasMf(ti, care/harm) to be greater than the520

weight of rule instance IsTweet(ti) ⇒521

HasMf(ti, loyalty/betrayal). In DRaiL, these522

weights are learned using neural networks with pa-523

rameters θr. The collection of rules represents the524

global decision, and the solution is obtained by run-525

ning a MAP inference procedure. Given that horn526

clauses can be expressed as linear inequalities cor-527

responding to their disjunctive form, and thus the528

MAP inference problem can be written as a linear529

program. DRaiL supports both locally and glob-530

ally normalized structured prediction objectives.531

Throughout this paper, we used the locally normal-532

ized objective. Additional details can be found in533

the original paper (Pacheco and Goldwasser, 2021).534

Learning in the Weakly Supervised Case To535

learn DRaiL models without any direct supervi-536

sion, we use an Expectation-Maximization style537

protocol, outlined in Algorithm 1. We initialize538

the parameters of the neural networks for the base539

rules using the weakly supervised classifiers de- 540

fined above, and all other rule parameters randomly. 541

Then, we alternate between MAP inference to re- 542

fine the training labels, and training the neural nets. 543

Algorithm 1 Weakly Supervised Learning Protocol
1: Random initialization for all θr
2: for r ∈ base rules do
3: θr ← weak classifier
4: end for
5: while not converged do
6: Ygold ←MAP inference
7: Train all rules locally using Ygold

8: end while

5 Experimental Evaluation 544

The goal of our joint probabilistic framework is 545

to identify morality frames and opinions in tweets 546

by modeling them jointly. In addition to this, we 547

want to be able to do so when there is no avail- 548

able direct in domain supervision. In this section, 549

we perform an exhaustive experimental analysis to 550

evaluate the performance of our model and each of 551

its components. 552

5.1 Experimental Settings 553

In DRaiL, each rule r is associated with a neural 554

architecture, which serves as a scoring function 555

to obtain the rule weight wr. We use BERT-base- 556

uncased (Devlin et al., 2018) for all of our base 557

classifiers, both supervised and weakly supervised. 558

For the rules that model dependencies (r5-r8), we 559

concatenate the CLS token with a 1-hot representa- 560

tion of the symbols on the left hand side of the rule 561

(i.e. role, sentiment, stance and argument theme), 562

before passing it through a classifier. For rules that 563

have the entity on the left-hand side (r3, r4, r5), 564

we use both the tweet and the entity as an input 565

to BERT, using the SEP token. We trained super- 566

vised models using local normalization in DRaiL, 567

and weakly supervised models using the protocol 568

outlined in Algorithm 1. In both cases, we used a 569

learning rate of 2e−5, a maximum sequence length 570

of 100, and the AdamW optimization algorithm. In 571

all experiments shown, we perform 5-fold cross- 572

validation and report the micro averaged results. 573

5.2 General Results 574

Tab. 3 shows our general results for morality frames. 575

We evaluate our standalone classifiers for both 576

the supervised and weakly supervised case, and 577

show the impact of modeling dependencies and 578
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MODEL MORAL/NM MF ACTOR/TARGET POLARITY
Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted

Random 54.96 55.36 11.07 15.15 45.57 45.72 34.63 36.69
Majority Class 37.05 43.62 8.33 23.98 34.63 36.69 46.54 58.15
Lexicon Matching 25.28 35.85 - - - -

Weakly Supervised Classifiers 69.77 68.88 28.79 41.27 71.94 72.05 63.88 74.30
EM + ALL Deps. and Constr. 78.87 79.71 36.89 58.86 83.62 83.83 76.78 79.71

Supervised Classifiers 68.94 69.71 35.28 42.92 84.71 84.75 72.92 84.31
+ ALL Deps. and Constr. 80.53 81.17 53.29 62.27 84.60 84.64 71.41 83.26

Table 3: General Results (F1 Scores). MC: Morality Constraint, SPC: Stance-Polarity Constraint

MODEL MF

ALL (-Args) 60.07
+ Args-Original 61.51
+ Args-Both-Sides 61.21
+ Arg-Interaction 62.27

Table 4: Contribution of Arguments to Moral Founda-
tion Prediction for the Supervised Case (Weighted F1)

constraints using DRaiL. In both cases, modeling579

in a significant improvement in performance for580

morality and moral foundation. In the supervised581

case, the role and polarity numbers remain stable,582

while in the weakly supervised they improve con-583

siderably. By leveraging inference and our EM-584

style learning protocol, we are able to get a model585

that is fairly competitive without any in-domain di-586

rect supervision. However, note that the difference587

between the macro and weighted F1 scores for MFs588

is considerably higher for the weakly supervised589

case. This is because our initial out-of-domain clas-590

sifier never learns to predict loyalty/betrayal, and591

we can never recover from this.592

Tab. 4 shows the impact of themes and ar-593

guments (r7 − r8) in our model. We show the594

performance for the initial themes proposed by595

(Wawrzuta et al., 2021), which are all from the596

antivax perspective, the impact of expanding them597

with the opposing arguments, and then the impact598

of our interaction protocol to augment phrases. We599

can see that we are able to improve performance600

by refining arguments interactively.601

5.3 Ablation Study602

We show an ablation study in Tab. 5 for the super-603

vised case. First, we can see how all dependen-604

cies contribute to the performance improvement,605

role to moral foundation being the most impact-606

ful. In addition to this, we can see that explicitly607

modeling morality constraints improves both the608

MODEL M/NM MF ACT/TAR POLAR.

BERT 69.71 42.92 84.75 84.31
+RoleMF 69.71 55.54 84.64 84.13
+RoleMF+MC 79.00 57.68 84.64 84.13
+StanceMF 69.71 47.85 84.75 84.31
+StanceMF+MC 72.37 48.63 84.75 84.31
+StanceMF+MC+SPC 72.32 48.63 84.75 84.35
+ArgMF 69.71 53.15 84.75 84.31
+ArgMF+MC 72.60 53.41 84.75 84.31
+ArgStance+SPC 69.71 42.92 84.64 83.26
+ ALL 81.17 62.27 84.64 83.26

Table 5: Ablation Study for the Supervised Case
(Weighted F1). MC: Morality Constraint, SPC: Stance-
Polarity Constraint

morality prediction and the moral foundation pre- 609

diction, suggesting the advantage of breaking this 610

decision into two modules and join them through 611

constrained inference. We observe that the stance- 612

polarity constraint does not have a significant im- 613

pact, but does not hurt performance either, sug- 614

gesting that our classifiers already captures this on 615

their own. Lastly, we can see that the performance 616

for roles and polarity remains stable, suggesting 617

that these predictions support moral foundation and 618

moral prediction, but the effect is not symmetric, 619

potentially because the role and polarity classifiers 620

have a very strong starting point. 621

6 Summary 622

We introduce a holistic framework for analyzing 623

social media posts and test it on the COVID-19 624

vaccinate debate on Twitter. We propose a joint 625

probabilistic framework to model morality frames 626

and opinions, and show that we can obtain com- 627

petitive performance in the supervised case. In 628

addition to this, we show that using our framework 629

and leveraging indirect supervision, we also obtain 630

competitive performance when we have no direct 631

in-domain supervision. 632
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A Appendix946

A.1 Data Collection947

The keywords used to collect tweets about the948

COVID-19 vaccine can observed in Table 6.949

covid vaccine, covid vaccination, covid vaccine tyranny,
covid vaccine oppression, covid vaccine mandate, covid vaccine conspiracy,
covid vaccine anti-vax, covid vaccine religion, covid vaccine satan,
covid vaccine god, covid vaccine jesus, covid vaccine islam,
covid vaccine muslim, covid vaccine christianity, covid vaccine christian,
covid vaccine hindu, covid vaccine jews, covid vaccine catholic,
covid vaccine buddhism, covid vaccine religious, covid vaccine biden failure,
covid vaccine passport, covid vaccine loyalty, covid vaccine cheating,
covid vaccine freedom, covid vaccine betrayal, covid vaccine liberty,
covid vaccine black people, covid vaccine propaganda, covid vaccine hesitancy,
covid vaccine hesitant, covid vaccine microchip, covid vaccine bill,
covid vaccine pregnancy, covid vaccine pregnant, covid vaccine approval,
covid vaccine biden, covid vaccine fda, covid vaccine cdc,
covid vaccine fauci, covid-19 china, vaccine passport,
vaccination mandate, covid vaccine death, covid vaccine military,
experimental covid vaccine, covid vaccine authorization,
vaccine oppression, vaccine satan, covid vaccine bill gates,
covid vaccine side effect, covid vaccine adverse events

Table 6: List of the keywords for data collection.

A.2 Data Annotation Task950

Following are the steps for completing annotation951

in our task interface (See Fig. 5).952

1. Select moral foundation of the text using953

checkbox ✓□. You can see the definition of954

each moral foundation by hovering mouse on955

them. If the tweet does not make any moral956

judgement, check ✓□ "none". For this case,957

you don’t have to highlight actor-target polar-958

ity.959

2. After selecting any moral foundation other960

than "none", text highlighting for actor-target961

role with polarity will be visible below. If you962

select a moral foundation other than "none",963

you can highlight actor-target polarity.964

3. Choose the color-coded label Positive Ac-965

tor/Positive Target/Negative Actor/Negative966

Target to highlight the text with the color of967

the selected label. You can see the defini-968

tion of actor-target-polarity role by hovering969

mouse on them.970

4. Highlight words, phrases, or sections of the971

text for actor-target role with polarity of cor-972

responding moral foundation.973

5. If you made any mistake in highlighting, se-974

lect "Unhighlight" button to unhighlight the975

previously highlighted text.976

6. Finally, click "Submit" button to submit the977

task.978

We provided eight examples (Fig. 6) covering 979

six moral principles and non-moral cases to our 980

annotation task interface to make it more under- 981

standable. Annotators can see the explanation be- 982

hind choosing a moral foundation and actor-target 983

polarity by clicking "See Explanation" button. 984

Annotators have to complete two practice ex- 985

amples before starting the real task. If they make 986

any mistake, our practice session provides them the 987

correct result with explanation. Fig. 7 shows the 988

interface of one of the two practice examples. 989

A.3 Liberty/Oppression Lexicon 990

The derived lexicon for liberty/oppression can be 991

seen in Tab. 7 992

liberty, independence, freedom, autonomy, sovereignty
self-government, self-rule, self-determination, home-rule
civil liberties, civil rights, human rights, autarky,
free-rein, latitude, option, choice, volition, democracy,
oppression, persecution, abuse, maltreatment, ill treatment,
dictator, dictatorship, autocracy, tyranny, despotism,
repression, suppression, subjugation, enslavement,
exploitation, dependence, constraint, control, totalitarianism

Table 7: Liberty/Oppression Lexicon.

A.4 Provax and Antivax Hashtags 993

Tables 8 and 9 show the hashtags used to derive the 994

stance classifier. 995

FullyVaccinated, GetTheVax, GetVaccinatedASAP,
VaccineReady, VaxUpIL, TeamVaccine, GetTheJab,
VaccinesSaveLives, RollUpYourSleeve, DontMissYourVaccine,
letsgetvaccinated, TakeTheVaccine, takethevaccine,
COVIDIDIOTS, SafeVaccines, ThisIsOurShotCA,
LetsGetVaccinated, getthevaccine, GetVaccinated
PandemicOfTheUnvaccinated, VaccineStrategy, igottheshot,
vaccinationdone, ThisIsOurShot, VaccinateNiagara,
TwoDoseSummer, OurVaccineOurPride, IGotMyShot,
FreeVaccineForAll, VaccineEquity, COVIDIOTS, GetTheVaccine,
GetVaxxed, VaccineJustice, getthejab, VaccineForAll,
covidiot, gettheshot, RollUpYourSleevesMN, GoVAXMaryland,
WorldImmunizationWeek, VaccinesWork, getvaccinated,
GetVaccinatedNow, VaxUp, PlanYourVaccine,
VaccinateEveryIndian, TakeYourShot, Vaccines4All,
VaccinnateWithConfidence, firstdose, YesToCOVID19Vaccine,
NYCVaccineForAll, Vaccine4All, getvaxxed, VaccinEquity,

Table 8: ProVax Hashtags
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Figure 5: Annotation task interface.

Figure 6: Examples provided to the annotators.
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Figure 7: One of the two practice examples provided to the annotators before starting the real task.

abolishbigpharma, noforcedflushots, NoForcedVaccines,
ArrestBillGates, notomandatoryvaccines,
betweenmeandmydoctor, NoVaccine, bigpharmafia,
NoVaccineForMe, bigpharmakills, novaccinemandates,
BillGatesBioTerrorist, parentalrights, billgatesevil,
parentsoverpharma, BillGatesIsEvil, saynotovaccines,
billgatesisnotadoctor, stopmandatoryvaccination,
billgatesvaccine, cdcfraud, cdctruth, v4vglobaldemo,
cdcwhistleblower, vaccinationchoice, covidvaccineispoison,
VaccineAgenda, depopulation, vaccinedamage, DoctorsSpeakUp, vaccinefailure,
educateb4uvax, vaccinefraud, exposebillgates, vaccineharm,
forcedvaccines, vaccineinjuries, Fuckvaccines, vaccineinjury, idonotconsent,
VaccinesAreNotTheAnswer, informedconsent,
vaccinesarepoison, learntherisk, vaccinescause,
medicalfreedom, vaccineskill, medicalfreedomofchoice,
momsofunvaccinatedchildren, mybodymychoice

Table 9: AntiVax Hashtags

A.5 Themes and Phrases996

Table 10 shows the multi-phrases themes for997

COVID-19 talking points. We have 24 themes and998

each theme has multiple phrases. Interactive task999

interface is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.1000

Bar plots for cluster assignment without thresh-1001

old and threshold ≤ 0.3 both for before and after1002

interactive session are shown in Fig. 10.1003

To analyze what kind of words people use in1004

their tweets regarding conspiracy theory, we chose1005

four common conspiracy theory themes, i.e., ‘Bill-1006

GatesMicroChip’, ‘VaxExperimentDogs’, ‘VaxFe-1007

talTissue’, ‘VaxMakeYouSterile’ and show the talk-1008

ing points in wordcloud (Fig. 11).1009

(a) BillGatesMicroChip (b) VaxExperimentDogs

(c) VaxFetalTissue (d) VaxMakeYouSterile

Figure 11: Wordcloud for themes and talking points
about conspiracy theory.
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Themes Phrases

GovDistrust

"lack of trust in the government", "Fuck the government", "The government is a total failure",
"Never trust the government", "Biden is a failure", "Biden lied people die",
"The government and Fauci have been dishonest", "The government always lies",
"The government has a strong record of screwing things up", "The government is good at screwing things up",
"The government is screwing things up", "The government is lying", "The government only cares about money",
"The government doesn’t work logically", "Do not trust the government",
"The government doesn’t care about people’s health", "The government won’t tell you the truth about the vaccine"

VaxDanger

"the vaccine will be dangerous to health", "Covid vaccines can cause blood clots",
"The vaccine is a greater danger to our children’s health than COVID itself",
"The vaccine will kill you", "The experimental covid vaccine is a death jab",
"The covid vaccine causes cancer", "The covid vaccine is harmful for pregnant women and kids",
"The vaccine increases health risk", "The vaccine isn’t safe",
"What are vaccines good for? Nothing, rather it increases risk",
"I and many others have medical exemptions", "The vaccine is dangerous for people with medical conditions",
"I won’t take the vaccine due to medical reasons", "The vaccine has dangerous side effects"

CovidFake

"COVID-19 disease does not exist", "Covid is fake", "covid is a hoax", "covid is a scam",
"covid is propaganda", "the pandemic is a lie", "covid isn’t real", "I don’t think that covid is real",
"I don’t buy that covid is real", "I don’t think there is a pandemic",
"I don’t think the pandemic is real", "I don’t buy that there is a pandemic"

VaxOppression

"Forcing people to take experimental vaccines is oppression",
"The vaccine has nothing to do with Covid-19, it’s about the vaccine passport and tyranny",
"The vaccine mandate is unconstitutional", "I choose not to take the vaccine",
"My body my choice", "I’m not against the vaccine but I am against the mandate",
"I have freedom to choose not to take the vaccine", "I am free to refuse the vaccine",
"It is not about covid, it is about control", "Medical segregation based on vaccine mandates is discrimination",
"The vaccine mandate violates my rights", "Falsely labeling the injection as a vaccine is illegal",
"Firing over vaccine mandates is oppression", "Vaccine passports are medical tyranny",
"I won’t let the government tell me what I should do with my body", "I won’t have the government tell me what to do"

BigPharmaAnti

"We are the subjects of massive experiments for the Moderna and Pfizer vaccines",
"Pharmaceutical companies are corrupt", "The pharmaceutical industry is rotten", "Big Pharma is evil",
"How would you trust big pharma with the COVID vaccine? They haven’t been liable for vaccine harm in the past",
"Covid vaccines are not doing what the pharmaceutical companies promised",
"Pharmaceutical companies have a history of irresponsible behavior",
"I don’t trust Johnson & Johnson after knowing their baby powder caused cancer for decades"

NatImmunityPro

"natural methods of protection against the disease are better than vaccines",
"Herd immunity is broad, protective, and durable",
"Natural immunity has higher level of protection than the vaccine", "Embrace population immunity",
"I trust my immune system", "I have antibodies I do not need the vaccine", "Natural immunity is effective"

VaxAgainstReligion

"The vaccine is against my religion", "The vaccines are the mark of the beast", "The vaccine is a tool of Satan",
"The vaccine is haram", "The vaccine is not halal",
"I will protect my body from a man made vaccine", "I put it all in God’s hands", "God will decide our fate",
"The vaccine contains bovine, which conflicts with my religion",
"The vaccine contains aborted fetal tissue which is against my religion",
"The vaccine contains pork, muslims can’t take the vaccine", "Jesus will protect me",
"The vaccine doesn’t protect you from getting or spreading Covid, God does", "The covid vaccine is another religion"

VaxDoesntWork
"the vaccine does not work", "covid vaccines do not stop the spread",
"If the vaccine works, why are deaths so high?", "Why are vaccinated people dying?",
"If the vaccine works, why is covid not going away?"

VaxNotTested

"the vaccine is not properly tested, it has been developed too quickly",
"Covid-19 vaccines have not been through the same rigorous testing as other vaccines",
"The Covid vaccine is experimental", "The covid vaccine was rushed through trials",
"The approval of the experimental vaccine was rushed", "How was the vaccine developed so quickly?"

VaxExperimentDogs
"Animal shelters are empty because Dr Fauci allowed
experimenting of various Covid vaccines/drugs on dogs and other domestic pets",
"Fauci tortures dogs and puppies"

BillGatesMicroChip
"The covid vaccine is a ploy to microchip people",
"Bill Gates wants to use vaccines to implant microchips in people",
"Globalists support a covert mass chip implantation through the covid vaccine"

VaxFetalTissue "There is aborted fetal tissue in the Covid Vaccines", "the Covid vaccines contain aborted fetal cells"
VaxMakeYouSterile "The covid vaccine will make you sterile", "Covid vaccine will affect your fertility"

Table 10: AntiVax Themes and phrases for COVID-19 talking points.
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Themes Phrases

GovTrust

"We trust the government", "The government cares for people",
"We are thankful to the government for the vaccine availability",
"Hats off to the government for tackling the pandemic",
"It is a good thing to be skeptical of the government, but they are right about the covid vaccine",
"It is a good thing to be skeptical of the government, but they haven’t lied about the covid vaccine",
"The government can be corrupt, but they are telling the truth about the covid vaccine",
"The government can be corrupt, but they are not lying about the covid vaccine"

VaxSafe

"The vaccine is safe", "Millions have been vaccinated with only mild side effects",
"Millions have been safely vaccinated against covid", "The benefits of the vaccine outweigh its risks",
"The vaccine has benefits", "The vaccine is safe for women and kids", "The vaccine won’t make you sick",
"The vaccine isn’t dangerous", "The vaccine won’t kill you",
"The covid vaccine isn’t a death jab", "The covid vaccine doesn’t harm women and kids"

CovidReal

"Covid is real", "I trust science", "Covid death is real",
"The science doesn’t lie about covid", "Scientist know what they are doing",
"Scientist know what they are saying", "Covid hospitalizations are on the rise",
"Covid hospitalizations are climbing as fourth stage surge continues",
"Covid’s death toll has grown faster", "Covid is not a hoax", "The pandemic is not a lie",
"The pandemic is not a lie, hospitalizations are on the rise"

VaxNotOppression

"The vaccine mandate is not oppression because vaccines lower hospitalizations and death rates",
"The vaccine mandate is not oppression because it will help to end this pandemic",
"The vaccine mandate will help us end the pandemic",
"We need a vaccine mandate to end this pandemic", "I support vaccine mandates",
"If you don’t get the vaccine based on your freedom of choice,
don’t come crawling to the emergency room when you get COVID",
"If you refuse a free FDA-approved vaccine for non-medical reasons,
then the government shouldn’t continue to give you free COVID tests",
"You are free not to take the vaccine, businesses are also free to deny you entry",
"You are free not to take the vaccine, businesses are free to protect their customers and employees",
"If you choose not to take the vaccine, you have to deal with the consequences",
"If it is your body your choice, then insurance companies should stop paying for your hospitalization costs for COVID"

BigPharmaPro

"I trust the science and pharmaceutical research", "Pharmaceutical companies are not hiding anything",
"The research behind covid vaccines is public", "The Pfizer vaccine is saving lives",
"The Moderna vaccines are helping stop the spread of covid",
"The Johnson and Johnson vaccine was created to stop covid",
"Pharmaceutical companies are seeking FDA approval", "Pharmaceutical companies are following standard protocols"

NatImmunityAnti

"Only the vaccine will end the pandemic",
"Vaccines will allow us to defeat covid without death and sickness",
"The vaccine has better long term protection than to natural immunity", "Natural immunity is not effective",
"Natural immunity would require a lot of people getting sick",
"Experts recommend the vaccine over natural immunity"

VaxReligionOk

"The vaccine is not against religion, get the vaccine", "No religion ask members to refuse the vaccine",
"Religious exemptions are bogus",
"When turning in your religious exemption forms for the vaccine, remember ignorance is not a religion",
"Disregard for others’ lives isn’t part of your religion",
"Jesus is trying to protect us from covid by divinely inspiring scientists to create vaccines"

VaxWorks

"The vaccine works", "Vaccines do work, ask a doctor or consult with an expert",
"The covid vaccine helps to stop the spread", "Unvaccinated people are dying at a rapid rate from COVID-19",
"There is a lot of research supporting that vaccines work",
"The research on the covid vaccine has been going on for a long time"

VaxTested

"Covid vaccine research has been going on for a while", "Plenty of research has been done on the covid vaccine",
"The technologies used to develop the COVID-19 vaccines
have been in development for years to prepare for outbreaks of infectious viruses",
"The testing processes for the vaccines were thorough didn’t skip any steps", "The vaccine received FDA approval"

VaxNoFetalTissue "Vaccines were tested on fetal tissues, but do not contain fetal cells", "Vaccines do not contain aborted fetal cells"

VaxFertilityOk "The vaccine will not make you sterile", "The covid vaccine will not affect your fertility",
"No difference if fertility rate has been found between vaccinated and unvaccinated people"

Table 11: ProVax Themes and phrases for COVID-19 talking points.
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Figure 8: Interactive task interface.
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Figure 9: After querying the themes (i.e., CovidFake, CovidReal), interface shows the wordcloud.

(a) Without threshold before (b) Without threshold after

(c) threshold ≤ 0.3 before (d) threshold ≤ 0.3 after

Figure 10: Cluster assignment before and after refining arguments interactively.
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